ABSTRACT. Let K be a field of characteristic zero and suppose that D is a K-fv.lslpn algebra; i.e. a finite dimensional division algebra over K with center K. In Mollin [i] we proved that if K contains no non-trivial odd order roots of unity, then every finite odd order subgroup of D the multiplicative group of D, is cyclic. The first main result of this paper is to generalize (and simplify the proof of) the above.
A crossed product algebra will be denoted (K/k,B) which is the central simple k-algebra having K-basis uo with o e G(K/k), subject to: uouT (o,T)uo and ux x u where x e K and o,T G(K/k), the Galois group of K over k. For further information pertaining to crossed products the reader is referred to Relner [3] . Let K be a field of characteristic zero. The major thrust of this section is to provide a generalization of Mollin [ Q.E.D. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. The author's research is supported by N.S.E.R.C. Canada.
